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Smokeless Range® - Add Ons
True to our philosophy, we built the Smokeless Range® to be affordable, and upgradable system, without compromise on quality, to allow any level of shooters, to enjoy high level of training at their own convenience. Hence,
Laser Ammo offers a wide array of software add-ons to the Smokeless Range® Simulator to further expand on the
shooter’s ability to train. So, the shooter can choose to buy none of them, all of them or same of them according to
his needs. Laser Ammo also offers the Smokeless Range and the add ons in a discounted package (Dimond pack).
 Open Range 2.0: This add on allows the shooter to build his own courses, easily and fast (it takes about 5-10
min per course) with an included picture base of backdrops and targets. User can customize target size, type
(paper, steel, etc.), placement, target reaction (pop-up, knock down, sound, etc.), location (indoors/outdoors)
and more! At the end of each course, shooter will get the after-action review (AAR) to see his hits / misses,
shot times and split times!
 M-Range 2.0: Build your own course of fire and train with up to 4 shooters (in 4 different shooting lanes) at
the same time. Ideal for LEO & military departments looking to train before yearly qualifications.
 Game Range Alpha: Increase your marksmanship skills and have fun while you’re at it! Included with this
software add-on are 10 recreational marksmanship drills that will have you, and your family, working on target
identification, speed, and more! Games included: Barrel & Bomb Outbreak, Charging Drill, Master Blaster, Ring
of Targets, and Steel Plate- Animal Edition!
 Fast Draw Simulator: Ideal for those who shoot Cowboy Action, or those looking to increase their speed, especially while drawing from the holster! Adjust target size and height to customize your training session.
 Video Scenario Trainer Pro 2.0: Use of force training at the convenience of your home or office. This add on
includes a series of real-life shoot or no shoot scenarios. Preloaded with over 65 scenarios (and growing),
user also has ability to create & upload their own videos into the VST-P system. After-action replay allows
user to review their shot placement and how they reacted in each scenario. Ideal for instructors, as well as
security and LEO/military personnel for 2022, and optional Control Station allows for better scenario controls
is available as additional add on.
 Tactical Targets: Move through a simulated environment as you progress through a series of shoot/no-shoot
scenarios. Courses of fire are randomized, so training is kept fresh. 5 different courses of fire to choose from,
including one timed stage of fire!
 Competitive Shooter/IPSC Pro Simulator: Train for your upcoming IPSC, USPSA, or similar match with this
software add on. Included are 10 different courses of fire providing realistic match training with targets you’d
encounter during competition: moving targets, Texas Stars, cardboard targets, and more. Compete against
your friends to stay atop the leaderboard!
 Competitive Shooter/Steel Challenge: Train for your upcoming Steel Challenge match in the comfort of your
own home! Featuring familiar match stages, timed courses of fire, target set ups, and more, this Smokeless
Range® software add on will keep your skills honed during the off season.
 Western Shooter: Take a step back in time with Western Shooter, the newest software add on for the Smokeless Range®. Practice for your next duel at high noon, defend the town from robbers, and protect Miss Kitty
in the local tavern… this software add on will require you to use speed, target identification skills, and more
to complete each training drill.

Available as:
Open Range
M-Range (Marksmanship Range)
Game Range Alpha
Fast Draw Simulator
Video Scenario Trainer Pro
Tactical Targets
Competitive Shooter/IPSC Pro Simulator
Competitive Shooter/Steel Challenge
Western Shooter

SKU
OR001
MR001
GRA001
FD001
VST-P
TT001
CSIP002
CSSC001
WS001
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ABOUT LASER AMMO
Laser Ammo is the worldwide leader in laser base firearms training. With R&D in Israel, and sales office both in the USA and Europe,
our users include military, Law Enforcement, firearms trainers, competitive and recreational shooters alike. Our product philosophy is:
affordable, high quality products, that will allow any level of shooter to train anytime anywhere!

